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For more than 2000 years, embryologists, biologists, and philosophers have studied and
detailed the processes that follow fertilization [4]. The fertilized egg [5] proliferates into cells that
begin to separate into distinct, identifiable zones that will eventually become adult structures
through the process of morphogenesis. As the cells continue to multiply, patterns form and
cells begin to differentiate, and eventually commit to their fate. This progression of events can
be examined by following the developmental path of each progenitor cell and creating a twodimensional representation (a fate map) where cell location and fate can be labeled and
marked. Fate mapping is a method for tracing cell lineages and a fundamental tool of
developmental biology and embryology [6].
In 1905 Edwin G. Conklin, a biologist and zoologist, conducted the first cell lineage [7]
experiments, which involved following the progenitor cells of the embryo of the tunicate [8]
Styela partita. This tunicate [8], or sea squirt, was an ideal organism to study because as its
cells differentiate, they become differently colored, a fact that allowed Conklin to follow their
developmental pathway. Because of Conklin?s work, the developmental history of the tunicate
[8] is commonly found in embryology [6] textbooks. However, the development of most
organisms is not as easy to visualize as it is in the tunicate [8] embryo, necessitating the
invention of alternative fate mapping [9] techniques.
In 1929 Walter Vogt [10], an embryologist, invented a process in which vital dye and agar chips
are used to stain a specific region of a developing amphibian embryo. The dyed cells could
then be traced through the developmental phases of the embryo. To do this, Vogt spread dye
and agar on a microscope [11] plate and allowed it to dry. He then cut small pieces of the dried
agar and applied it to a desired part of the embryo. As the amphibian embryo developed, Vogt
continued applying the agar chips to different regions, allowing him to study the movement of
the cells. Through this process, he was able to create accurate fate maps [12] and to introduce
embryologists to a new approach to studying morphogenesis.
Embryologists continued to make advances in mapping technologies. For example,
radioactive labeling and fluorescent dyes are both relatively simple experimental tools that use
a donor and a host embryo to follow cell migration [13]. The donor embryo is treated with dye or
irradiated and a graft from the donor is removed and placed onto the host embryo where it
joins the developmental process. The host embryo continues to develop normally. If at any
point in development the embryo is sectioned with a microtome [14], prepared appropriately,
and examined under a microscope [11], the cells from the donor embryo are then clearly
distinguishable from those of the host embryo.
Another process for fate mapping [9] was invented by Nicole Le Douarin, a developmental
biologist who created chimeras [15], or animals with two or more sets of genetically distinct
cells. Le Douarin removed a portion of neural tube [16] and neural crest [17] from a chick [18]
embryo and replaced it with an identical portion of neural tube [16] and neural crest [17] from a

quail embryo at the same stage of development. Le Douarin also discovered that Feulgen
stain distinguishes quail cells from chick [18] cells, which allowed her to trace the migration of
quail cells. Her work with chick [18]-quail chimeric fate maps [12] led to critical knowledge on the
development of nervous systems in higher order organisms.
Genetic information can also be used to generate a fate map. Genetic fate mapping [9] (GFM)
uses two genetically engineered alleles, one of which expresses a site-specific recombinase,
such as cyclization (Cre) or flipase (Flp), while the other contains a reporter allele such as
green fluorescent protein [19] (GFP). Cre and Flp both splice the DNA in specific locations and
are capable of activating the reporter gene, which is used as a cell marker. Cre recombinase
works via the Cre-Lox recombination system, in which the Cre protein catalyzes
recombination between sites that contain the loxP sequence. The Flp enzyme works via the
Flp-FRT recombination system, which is analogous to the Cre-Lox system; however, this
system differs by using the enzyme flipase to recombine the sequences at the flipase
recognition target (FRT) sites. In both cases, responsive cells are forced to express the
reporter allele to generate a genetically distinct and labeled cell lineage [7]. Together, these
processes have revolutionized the way that fate maps [12] are generated.
An advance in the technology of genetic fate mapping [9] is genetically inducible fate mapping
[9] (GIFM). This technique generates the Cre fusion proteins used in GFM with a tamoxifenresponsive estrogen receptor [20] ligand binding domain (CreER). CreER is removed from the
cytoplasm of the cell via heat shock [21] protein 90 (Hsp90). Administering tamoxifen, an
antagonist of the estrogen receptor [20], leads to a conformational change in the CreER that
allows it to escape from Hsp90. Once it is released, it can induce recombination between the
loxP sites as in standard GFM. The fate of the progenitor cells can then be determined at any
later point during development.
Fate maps are essential for understanding structural developments and processes of
formation. As the methods of fate mapping [9] continually change, the accuracy of each fate
map is improved. Fate mapping technologies allow embryologists to follow an individual cell
through morphogenesis and have led to the ability to manipulate organisms through
development. This potential to intervene during embryological development may make room
for advances in preventive medicine and stem cell research.
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detailed the processes that follow fertilization. The fertilized egg proliferates into cells that
begin to separate into distinct, identifiable zones that will eventually become adult structures
through the process of morphogenesis. As the cells continue to multiply, patterns form and
cells begin to differentiate, and eventually commit to their fate. This progression of events can
be examined by following the developmental path of each progenitor cell and creating a twodimensional representation where cell location and fate can be labeled and marked. Fate
mapping is a method for tracing cell lineages and a fundamental tool of developmental biology
and embryology.
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